Hakea ‘Stockdale Sensation’ is a spectacular cultivar that makes a striking statement during the cooler winter months. A profuse covering of unique red and cream pin cushion flowers provide a show-stopping display. This variety of Hakea is fast growing and offers a dense, weeping habit with narrow foliage and prolific flowering in winter.

**FEATURES**
- Profuse covering of spectacular red and cream pin cushion flowers
- Attractive and unusual winter colour
- Fast growing
- Dense weeping habit with narrow foliage

**USES**
- Medium sized, showstopper feature plant for the garden
- Distinctive flowers for a unique display
- Colour and interest throughout winter

**CARE**
Low water requirements. Once established requires only an occasional deep watering during extended periods of heat. Plant in most soil types that are well draining. Prefers a sunny site for optimum flowering. Prune as required. Flowers may be cut for indoor displays.

**ORIGIN:** Mt Gambier, South Australia // **SPECIES:** Hakea laurina // **PROTECTION STATUS:** PBR protected